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tanding in an operating theatre in
a baseme~t on London's Sloane Street
in Chelsea, I watch as consultant plastic
surgeon Mr Patrick Mallucci slowly
makes his first incision. The cut, under
the patient's breast, looks a smidge
shorter than a credit card. Mallucci is
using a blade which cauterises to stop
bleeding, so there's a slight smell of
smoke and - apologies - barbecue.

I can see the layers of skin and fat lining as the cut bulges.
~ith a blunt spatula-like instrument, he starts to make
space under the pectoralis major muscle.

The body prone on the operating table,
Anna", 40, an insurance specialist from Suffolk,
has wanted the operation since she was 19.
This is her 40th birthday present to herself.
We speak on the phone a couple of weeks after
the operation and she tells me why she had
surgery. 'When I was 19,being flat-chested -
I really only ever had nipples - made me feel
unattractive and insecure. Now, I'd say I'm
comfortable in my own skin, so I did this for me.'

The last thing Anna wanted was a WAG-style
enhancement that was flashy and obvious,
so she opted for the new 'invisible' boob job,
which leaves breasts bigger but still natural
looking. And rather than feeling like leather
balloons, they are soft to the touch. 'I've always worn
a padded bra and chicken fillets, too,' says Anna. 'Nobody
has noticed I've had a boob job done, and they won't.
Mydaughter, who's 16, thought it was a drastic thing to
do at first, but once she saw the result, she said it looked
awesome.' Anna adds that her daughter is now considering
saving up for the procedure, too.
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So what is the invisible boob job? It's what women in
their thirties and forties are asking for, often after having
babies. 'I call them my "intelligentsia", patients who are well
informed and well educated,' says consultant plastic surgeon
Rozina Ali, who specialises in breasts. We're talking in her
sleek cream and fawn clinic in London's Wimpole Street.
'They're not the kind of people YOU'dthink would have
considered a boob job, but there's far less stigma attached
to having one now. These women understand that it's
not about "super-sizing", but about shape and texture,
too. On the beach in St Tropez, the boob jobs are visible
because the breasts are sitting forward and the breast

"envelope" is over-stuffed. Instead, I enhance
the natural breast, so when you are lying down,
they do move slightly to the side. Nobody
comes to me and says, "Make me look big"
or "Make me look obvious". They want to
look fresh, with good posture.'

Invisible boob jobs have become possible
because implant manufacturers have upped
their game, providing a hugely expanded range
of sizes, shapes and widths, which look and
feel softer. World number three manufacturer
GCAesthetics (GCA)now makes over 620 kinds
of implants and it reports that the more
natural-shaped 'anatomical' or teardrop designs
have nearly doubled in sales in just two years,
making up 15%of the market. Last year, big

player Mentor, part of'[ohnson &]ohnson, launched its own
teardrop implant, MemoryShape, while in Russia, teardrops
already account for three out of five surgeries.

On top of that, surgeons now have a formula to follow
for the perfect breast; shape, width, depth and even angle
of the upturn. It was, in fact, defined by Mallucci. His
study measured 100 Page 3 models - who, surprisingly, are
enhancement-free. The perfect stats? Above the nipple is
45%of the breast's height and below 55%.The top half should
be straight or slightly concave and the nipple should curve
upwards at a 20-degree angle. 'The formula works, whatever
the size,' says Mr Mallucci. And it's why he now tends to
use the natural-looking teardrop implants.

You may think to decree the perfect breast - and plastic
surgery itself, in fact - is body fascism. In the Red office,
implants are unofficially the most controversial subject I've
written about. 'Why would you maim your body?!' ... 'I feel
sad about it - shouldn't we all be able to stand up and say,
"This is me!"'. Some say it's the woman's choice. I've
never understood why anyone would want it, except after
a mastectomy. Being a cup size DDand having had to wear
a bra since age 15,I'd love to go bra-free. Anna, though, tells
me she can't wait to get properly measured for her new bras.

Nobody comes to
me and says
"Make me
look big~~or

'Make me look
obvious".
They want to
lookfresh'

BEFORE & AFTER
Anna, 40, had a breast augmentation five weeks
ago, going from an A to a D cup

'WI'd hod breast
implants when
Iwas younger.
when Iwas
plagued with
low self-esteem,
Imay hove hod
temporary respite
from my feelings but
they would hove
returned. Itwas only
after Iaccepted
myself that itwas
the right time for me
to hove surgery.'
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Back in theatre, Mallucci has a stack of different-sized
teardrop implants, ready to go. Placement as well as
shape is key: in a size 8 woman, like Anna, round
implants inserted over the muscle will look like half
grapefruits. Putting teardrops under the muscle, »
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Its notjust 20-year-olds in
the 'waiting 7V07n' its women

like us. You doni do it to
attract men. I see this as

something you do foryourself}
as Anna is having, will stop the top edge showing. Mallucci
pushes in the 'sizer', a smooth saline-filled implant used for
assessment, and the anaesthetist presses a button to raise
up the head of the bed, so Anna is sitting. It's strange - she's
completely under, eyes covered in plaster fabric, she has
a breathing tube in, and we're discussing her breasts, one
bigger than the other. In consultation, Mallucci suggested
a 300cc implant to Anna, which is two to three cup sizes
bigger. Anna wanted slightly bigger than that, to be
a definite D. Mallucci decides that the larger implant
works because it's in proportion with Anna's frame - she's
tall, 5ft 1Oins,with broad shoulders. 'IfI do this [bigger]
size, I know she'll be happier on waking up,' he says.

It's a normal day for Mallucci and his team, despite it
being a big one for Anna, quite apart from the £6,500 cost.
She's been told the risks of the operation itself, plus the
dangers of infection, of rupture, and of capsular contraction,
where the skin around the implant hardens and squeezes it
so it becomes misshapen (figures range from 2%to 20%,
though one in 10 is often quoted). There's even a type of
cancer that's been associated with implants - anaplastic
large cell lymphoma (ALCL)- though the risk is only one
in 100,000 cases and it is over 90% curable.

It's a wonder that boob jobs are stilI on the rise, but they
are - according to the British Association of Aesthetic Plastic
Surgeons (BAAPS)there was a 13%increase in procedures
from 2012 to 2013. All this in spite of the PIP (Poly Implant
Prothese) scandal that, in fairness, should have seen their
decrease, if not demise. This French company sold hundreds
of thousands of implants that were made from inferior
industrial grade silicone around the world. The implants
had a high risk of bursting and/or leaking and were linked
to ALCLand other health problems.

Since the health scare, the manufacturing industry
has been placed under scrutiny, having to open
itself to unscheduled inspections. To enter the
Eurosilicone (part of GCA)factory in the South
of France, I have to put on a white head-to-toe

hooded clean suit. GCAmakes over 300,000 implants
a year and the biggest surprise is that each is made by hand;
hooded men and women take stainless steel-shaped metal
moulds on long hooks and dip them into liquid silicone.
Once dried, the resulting shell is filled. We're taken round
the testing lab, where samples from each batch are crushed -
in a machine like the one in the Ikea sofa ads - stretched
and squashed flat, like extremely thin pancakes.
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In undistinguished offices next door to the plant, far less
glamorous than the surgeons' clinics, I talk to Ayse Kocak -
the only female CEOin this field - about her industry. 'We're
a generation where women have careers and put off having
kids until later. They've got more disposable income and
there are more options available to them,' she says. 'It's not just
20-year-olds in the waiting room; it's women like us. Youdon't
do it to attract men, I see this as something you do for yourself.'

Anna is the typical new consumer Kocak is talking about;
making an informed decision from a positive place. 'I did
a lot of research over many years, I didn't want the unnatural
po rn-star look,' says Anna. 'My partner loves me for who
I am, but understood it was important to me. Now I've had
the operation, I just feel more satisfied in the way I look.
I feel as ifI'm standing up taller.' And wherever you stand
on the implant debate, it's hard to argue with that. I'll
Tell us what you think: Tweet us @RedMagDaily #implants
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For a real-life diary if breast surgery,
go to... REDONLlNE.CO.UK/HEALTH-SELF


